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Welcome to the Journaling exercises that accompany Make Your Business

Work for YOU, the Masterclass for intelligent, creative, compassionate business

owners (like you!) who want to:

 =>Build your business around what matters to you most (Whether that’s your

family, a long-held desire to travel, day to day flexibility & freedom or  whatever

this means to you)

=> without sacrificing meaning and fulfilment from the work you do (you want

to achieve the potential you know you have within you - I get that).

In the Masterclass we covered:

=>The BEST work you can do to dial down self doubt, indecision and struggle

and do the work you want to do with more clarity, confidence and ease

=>How to create the impact you want to make on those around you and the

wider world too

=How to harness the power of the #1 tool for cultivating and maintaining a

business mindset, not only once to set you on the right path, but on an ongoing

basis so that you know you have a tool on hand that will support you as your

business evolves and grows.

These three short and powerful Journaling exercises are to help you uncover

and relate what all of this means to YOU specifically, so that you know there’s a

powerful tool (in writing) at your fingertips to help you achieve what you want

from your business, so that it enables you to get what you want for your life.
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GRAB YOUR PEN AND YOUR JOURNAL AND:

Identify ONE fear or feeling that’s been holding you back. How has it been

holding you back? What has it been stopping you from doing in your business, or

what has it been making you do that’s not helpful to you? What action would you

take in your business if you’d worked through that fear or feeling and it wasn’t a

feature?

What’s ONE way those around you will benefit by you feeling clear and

confident in your ability to work towards your vision of success?

What do you want FROM your business FOR your life? (Because that's what

developing a Business Mindset using Success Journaling is designed to help you

acheive).
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Gain clarity on what personal success means to you so that you can follow

your own path to fulfilling the potential you know you have within you without

sacrificing your other priorities (because you’ll focus on building your business

with these clearly in your mind)

Strengthen your sense of self, including your self-knowledge, self-

awareness, self-trust and self-belief so that you can base your decisions and

actions to build your business on what genuinely matters to you (whether

that’s being around for your family, upgrading your lifestyle, supporting a

cause - or all of these and more) and do so with more confidence and ease 

Develop a mindset and inner dialogue that will support your business

activities so that you can take action on your decisions from a place of more

assuredness and with more energy because you’re not internally working

against yourself 

Develop a strong business success springboard to help you create your own

success in the way that matters to you most, so that you can continue to work

on getting what you want from your business for your life as what that means

to you changes and evolves in the future.

NEXT STEPS

Thank you for joining me for Make Your Business Work for YOU - the

Masterclass.  At the end of the masterclass, I let you know that enrolment for my

online course BUILD YOUR BUSINESS MINDSET FOR SUCCESS is now open.

If you're ready to:

https://elleturnercreative.com/pages/build-your-business-mindset-for-success-1
https://elleturnercreative.com/pages/build-your-business-mindset-for-success-1
https://elleturnercreative.com/pages/build-your-business-mindset-for-success-1
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then I created BUILD YOUR BUSINESS MINDSET FOR SUCCESS for you.

The course will teach you how to use my unique method of Success Journaling

as a business mindset tool so that you can ditch the internal conflict you’ve

been feeling and approach your business with more clarity, confidence and

ease.

Build your Business Mindset for Success uses the Success Journaling

framework to support you in doing the ‘inner’ work that will enable you to do the

‘external’ work to achieve your desires, the vision for your business and the

personal success, fulfilment and impact that you had in mind when you became

an entrepreneur.

Let Success Journaling help you build your business mindset so that you can go

on and build your business and be the business owner that you want to be.

For more information and to check if this course is the right (WRITE!) next step

for you and your business, click here to go to the enrolment page.

YOU CAN WRITE THE NEXT CHAPTER IN THE YOUR BUSINESS STORY.

DON'T LEAVE YOUR HAPPY ENDING TO CHANCE.
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I’m Elle Turner, writer (of relationship based fiction), business mindset mentor

and course creator and I help intelligent, compassionate entrepreneurs and

creatives (like you!) find the clarity, confidence and energy to start or grow your

business, or get your creative work out into the 

world, in the way you’ve wanted to for SO long

so that you can finally achieve what you want from 

your business for your life.

To do this I teach using journaling as a personal 

growth tool so that you can develop a business mindset. 

When I started journaling with intention, my journal was the place I turned to to

work out what I wanted to do and then plan a way to take action. Writing in this

way helped me gain clarity and inspiration, and then take positive actions based

on what mattered to me most. And most importantly, it helped me shift the way

I thought about focusing on my own life and business in this way. 

My unique method of Success Journaling is a combination of my experience

writing fiction, almost 20 years working in Human Resources, where it’s obvious

the benefits not only to people themselves of their personal growth but to their

work too, and my own personal growth and extensive exploration.

If you're ready to build your business mindset as well as build your business,

visit my website, elleturnercreative.com. See you there!
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